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By Ellen March

Fanny Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. Sally Friday is a mess. Not only is she tortured by self-doubt, but she is
also clumsy and has no fashion sense. However, these qualities are exactly what her boss is
counting on when she sends her to spy on reclusive millionaire playboy, Roman Daniels. Sally,
normally an office clerk for the gossip magazine, Normandy, interviews for the position as Roman s
new secretary. His jealous PA, Antonia, immediately hires the girl, confident that her disheveled
appearance will make her invisible to Roman s wandering eye. Reliably disaster-prone, Sally makes
a memorable first impression, and Roman wonders if he will survive her employment. But there is
something about Sally that Roman can t dismiss. Unlike every other woman, she is unswayed by his
masculine good looks, and he keeps catching intriguing glimpses of her feminine potential. When
Sally takes amidnightdip in his pool, Roman makes an eye-popping discovery: Sally is hiding a
luscious hour-glass figure beneath those baggy clothes. Her hidden assets as well as her refreshing
innocence have Roman hooked. That is, until his growing feelings and fear of commitment...
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This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i am
going to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual
lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Estr ella  Howe DV M-- Estr ella  Howe DV M

A really amazing pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. This really is for anyone who statte there was not a worth reading through. Your daily life span is
going to be transform when you comprehensive looking at this book.
-- Ma la chi B r a un-- Ma la chi B r a un
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